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InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is
segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
The exile is a central turning point in Israel’s construction of
the past as it is recorded in the Hebrew Bible. The latter’s
concept/s of exile are involved, among others, in
constructions of patriarchal narratives, the Egyptian sojourn
and slavery that led to the Exodus, and the motif of “the
empty land” during the Babylonian period. Moreover, ancient
Israelite concepts of exile have exerted much influence in
later Christian and Jews discourses. This volume gathers
papers presented at two workshops organized by the
University of Munich and the University of Alberta.
Oracle Application Express by DesignManaging Cost,
Schedule, and QualityApress
Agile Oracle Application Express shows how skilled,
motivated, and self-organizing developers can realize
extraordinary commercial benefits from Oracle Application
Express. The secret is to couple Application Express with an
agile software development approach. This book leads the
way. Oracle Application Express is well-suited to agile
processes, with its support for rapid prototyping and team
development. Application Express supports a gamut of
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enabling technologies such as SQL, HTML, CSS, JavaScript,
and more that enable you to deliver any type of web
application to meet your development needs. Agile Oracle
Application Express helps you take the feature set of
Application Express and marry it with the processes of agile
development to iteratively design, create, and deliver quality
applications on time and within budget.
Succeed in managing Oracle Application Express (APEX)
environments. This book focuses on creating the right
combination of scalability, high-availability, backup and
recovery, integrity, and resource control. The book covers
everything from simple to enterprise-class deployments, with
emphasis on enterprise-level requirements and coverage of
cloud and hybrid-cloud scenarios. Many books cover how to
develop applications in Oracle APEX. It’s a tool with a fastgrowing user-base as developers come to know how quick
and easy it is to create new applications that run in a browser.
However, just getting an application off the ground is only a
small part of a bigger picture. Applications must be supported.
They must be available when users need them. They must be
robust against disaster and secure against malicious attack.
These are the issues addressed in Oracle Application
Express Administration. These are the issues that when
tackled successfully lead to long term success in using Oracle
APEX as a rapid application-development toolset. Readers of
this book learn how to install the Oracle APEX engine in
support of small-scale projects such as at the departmental
level, and in support of enterprise-level projects accessed by
thousands of users across dozens of time zones. Readers
learn to take advantage of Oracle Database’s underlying
feature set in regards to application scalability and
performance, integrity, security, high-availability, and
robustness against failure and data loss. Oracle Application
Express Administration also describes different cloud
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solutions, integration with Oracle E-Business Suite, and helps
in taking advantage of multitenancy in Oracle Database 12c
and beyond. Covers important enterprise considerations such
as scalability, robustness, high-availability. Describes cloudbased application deployment scenarios Focuses on creating
the right deployment environment for long-term success What
You Will Learn Install, upgrade, and configure robust APEX
environments Back up and recover APEX applications and
their data Monitor and tune the APEX engine and its
applications Benefit from new administration features in
APEX 5.0 Run under multi-tenant architecture in Oracle
Database 12c Manage the use of scarce resources with
Resource Manager Secure your data with advanced security
features Build high-availability into your APEX deployments
Integrate APEX with Oracle E-Business Suite Who This Book
Is For Architects, administrators, and developers who want to
better understand how APEX works in a corporate
environment. Readers will use this book to design
deployment architectures around Oracle Database strengths
like multi-tenancy, resource management, and high
availability. The book is also useful to administrators
responsible for installation and upgrade, backup and
recovery, and the ongoing monitoring of the APEX engine
and the applications built upon it.
Revision of: Beginning Oracle Application express 4. 2011.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading
source of technology news and information for IT influencers
worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site
(Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused
conference series and custom research form the hub of the
world's largest global IT media network.
Master the XML Programming Features in Oracle Database
11g Develop, debug, and administer data-backed XML
applications using the expert instruction and best practices in
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this Oracle Press guide. Oracle Database 11g: Building
Oracle XML DB Applications discusses the latest
development tools, technologies, and components. Find out
how to set up Oracle XML Database (Oracle XML DB), build
XML applications in Oracle JDeveloper 11g, work with XSLT
stylesheets, and incorporate full-text search. Troubleshooting,
performance tuning, and security are also covered in this
comprehensive resource. Create, store, and query XML types
using Oracle XML DB Load XML documents into relational
tables and define SQL views Parse and validate schema with
Oracle XDK for Java and PL/SQL packages Merge
documents, generate reports, and transform data using XSLT
Construct applications from Oracle XML DB Web services
Use Oracle JDeveloper 11g to design and deploy XML
applications Integrate Oracle Text and Oracle Secure
Enterprise Search features Streamline the development
process using Oracle Application Express
Oracle adalah produk untuk mengolah data atau
mengumpulkan data. Sedangkan oracle database adalah
kumpulan data yang dibuat oleh Oracle dan kumpulan data
tersebut disimpan dalam manajemen basis data. Oracle
database mengelompokkan data sesuai dengan spesifikasi
data masing-masing. Hal ini tentu memudahkan kita saat
membutuhkan data tersebut. Kita tidak perlu bingung karena
data-data yang ada telah dikelompokkan sehingga waktu kita
menjadi efisien. Buku ini membahas semua hal tentang
Oracle. Mulai dari pengenalan oracle, pembuatan database,
tabel, field, praktik bekerja dengan oracle pada objek
browser, dan lain sebagainya. Dengan bahasa yang ringan,
tetapi berbobot, tutorial dalam buku ini akan memudahkan
untuk menguasai Oracle. Buku ini cocok untuk Anda yang
akan dan sudah bergelut dalam bidang pemrograman data.

The fastest way to get up and running on Oracle
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Database XE Take full advantage of all the powerful
features available in Oracle Database 10g Express
Edition with help from this easy-to-follow Oracle Press
guide. Hands-On Oracle Database 10g Express Edition
for Linux shows you, step by step, how to set up,
administer, tune, troubleshoot, and secure a robust
database system. You will also learn to use PL/SQL and
Oracle Application Express to build custom database
applications. Get started today with the Oracle database
that's free to develop, deploy, and distribute.
Pro Oracle Application Express 4 is your key to
mastering one of the most innovative products to come
out of Oracle in years. Application Express, termed
"APEX" for short, is fast becoming one of the easiest and
most widely-used of tools for creating enterprise-level
applications that run against an Oracle database. APEX
is easy enough for power users to create ad-hoc
applications atop something more reliable than a
spreadsheet. Yet APEX is powerful and extensible
enough to enable fully-scalable, enterprise-level
applications that are accessed by thousands of users.
Authors Tim Fox, John Scott, and Scott Spendolini take
you to the professional level in developing for Application
Express. They show how to handle user authentication in
enterprise environments and how to extend APEX by
writing components based upon Oracle's new plug-in
architecture. You'll learn to deal with localization issues
such as time zones and translations, and to customize
the look and feel of an APEX website to blend in with
your corporate branding strategy. The authors also cover
web service development, performance and scalability,
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and the production issues that you encounter in
enterprise-level deployments. Many years of experience
in solving the “hard problems” are coalesced in this
book to help you, the reader, take advantage of all that
APEX has to offer. Focuses on high-end, enterprise-level
development Covers new features such as plug-ins and
Websheets Introduces the new interface released with
APEX 4.0
For more than 20 years, Network World has been the
premier provider of information, intelligence and insight
for network and IT executives responsible for the digital
nervous systems of large organizations. Readers are
responsible for designing, implementing and managing
the voice, data and video systems their companies use
to support everything from business critical applications
to employee collaboration and electronic commerce.
Development of software projects is a part of the
curriculum of under-graduate and postgraduate courses.
The main objective of this book is to expose the students
and professionals to the latest technology, relevant
theory and software development tools. This book serves
as a guide to design and develop the cloud computingbased software projects using distributed architecture. It
consolidates the theory, upcoming technologies and
development tools for the development of two software
projects—Outstation Claim Management System (OCMS)
and Retirement Benefit Calculation System (RBCS).
Both the projects start with the feasibility study to
understand and appreciate the problem. After
understanding the problem and identifying the suitable
software, hardware and network environment, the
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problem is formally depicted using the entity relationship
model and data flow diagrams. This is followed by
normali-zation, creation of tables and procedures. In the
book, Oracle, PL/SQL, Internet Developer Suite (IDS)
and .Net framework are used to develop the full-fledged
GUI-based applications. The book elaborates the
problem, providing logic and interface screens to design
and develop the projects using any other programming
language and GUI tool in which the students are
comfortable with. The book also includes a CD-ROM,
which contains the source codes of OCMS and RBCS.
The book is meant for the undergraduate and
postgraduate students of Computer Science, Computer
Applications and Information Technology. Besides, it
would also be useful to the professionals to enhance
their technical skills. After going through this book, the
students/professionals will be able to: Work on real-life
projects.Implement the SDLC in software
projects.Design the data flow diagrams and entity
relationship diagrams.Use the database and
normalization in software projects.Do the corrective,
adaptive and perfective maintenance of a software.Learn
the concepts related to IaaS, PaaS and SaaS of Cloud
Computing.
Advanced Techniques in Computing Sciences and
Software Engineering includes a set of rigorously
reviewed world-class manuscripts addressing and
detailing state-of-the-art research projects in the areas of
Computer Science, Software Engineering, Computer
Engineering, and Systems Engineering and Sciences.
Advanced Techniques in Computing Sciences and
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Software Engineering includes selected papers form the
conference proceedings of the International Conference
on Systems, Computing Sciences and Software
Engineering (SCSS 2008) which was part of the
International Joint Conferences on Computer,
Information and Systems Sciences and Engineering
(CISSE 2008).
Expert Oracle Application Express brings you groundbreaking
insights into developing with Oracle’s enterprise-level, rapiddevelopment tool from some of the best practitioners in the
field today. Oracle Application Express (APEX) is an entirely
web-based development framework that is built into every
edition of Oracle Database. The framework rests upon
Oracle’s powerful PL/SQL language, enabling power users
and developers to rapidly develop applications that easily
scale to hundreds, even thousands of concurrent users. The
13 authors of Expert Oracle Application Express build their
careers around APEX. They know what it takes to make the
product sing—developing secure applications that can be
deployed globally to users inside and outside a large
enterprise. The authors come together in this book to share
some of their deepest and most powerful insights into solving
the difficult problems surrounding scalability, globalization,
configuration and lifecycle management, and more. You’ll
learn about debugging and performance, deep secrets to
customizing your application user interface, how to secure
applications from intrusion, and about deploying globally in
multiple languages. Expert Oracle Application Express is truly
a book that will move you and your skillset a big step towards
the apex of Application Express development. Presents bestpractices and development insights from leading experts in
the field Addresses globalization, scalability, security, and
other concerns of enterprise-level development Shows how to
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customize APEX for your own application needs
The fastest way to get up and running on Oracle Database
XE Take full advantage of all the powerful features available
in Oracle Database 10g Express Edition with help from this
easy-to-follow Oracle Press guide. Hands-On Oracle
Database 10g Express Edition for Windows shows you, step
by step, how to set up, administer, tune, troubleshoot, and
secure a robust database system. You will also learn to use
PL/SQL and Oracle Application Express to build custom
database applications. Get started today with the Oracle
database that's free to develop, deploy, and distribute.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th
International Workshop on OpenMP, held in in Rome, Italy, in
June 2012. The 18 technical full papers presented together
with 7 posters were carefully reviewed and selected from 30
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on
proposed extensions to OpenMP, runtime environments,
optimization and accelerators, task parallelism, validations
and benchmarks
Expert Oracle Application Express, 2nd Edition is newly
updated for APEX 5.0 and brings deep insight from some of
the best APEX practitioners in the field today. You'll learn
about important features in APEX 5.0, and how those can be
applied to make your development work easier and with
greater impact on your business. Oracle Application Express
(APEX) is an entirely web-based development framework that
is built into every edition of Oracle Database. The framework
rests upon Oracle’s powerful PL/SQL language, enabling
power users and developers to rapidly develop applications
that easily scale to hundreds, even thousands of concurrent
users. APEX has seen meteoric growth and is becoming the
tool of choice for ad-hoc application development in the
enterprise. The many authors of Expert Oracle Application
Express, 2nd Edition build their careers around APEX. They
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know what it takes to make the product sing—developing
secure applications that can be deployed globally to users
inside and outside a large enterprise. The authors come
together in this book to share some of their deepest and most
powerful insights into solving the difficult problems
surrounding globalization, configuration and lifecycle
management, and more. New in this edition for APEX 5.0 is
coverage of Oracle REST Data Services, map integration,
jQuery with APEX, and the new Page Designer. You’ll learn
about debugging and performance, deep secrets to
customizing your application u ser interface, how to secure
applications from intrusion, and about deploying globally in
multiple languages. Expert Oracle Application Express, 2nd
Edition is truly a book that will move you and your skillset a
big step towards the apex of Application Express
development. Contains all-new content on Oracle REST Data
Services, jQuery in APEX, and map integration Addresses
globalization and other concerns of enterprise-level
development Shows how to customize APEX for your own
application needs
Learn the many design decisions that must be made before
starting to build a large Oracle Application Express (APEX)
application for the cloud or enterprise. One of APEX's key
strengths is the fact that it is a Rapid Application
Development (RAD) tool. This is also a major weakness when
it tempts developers to start coding too soon. Small
applications that consist of tens of pages can be coded
without a lot of design work because they can be re-factored
quickly when design flaws are discovered. Design flaws in
large cloud and enterprise applications that consist of
hundreds or thousands of pages are not so easy to re-factor
due to the time needed to redevelop and retest the
application, not to mention the risk of breaking functionality in
subtle ways. Designing a large application before coding
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starts is a profitable exercise because a thoughtful design
goes a long way in mitigating cost overruns and schedule
slippage while simultaneously enhancing quality. This book
takes into account perspectives from other non-developer
stakeholders such as maintenance developers, business
analysts, testers, technical writers, end users, and business
owners. Overlooking these perspectives is one of the chief
causes of expensive rework late in the development cycle.
Oracle Application Express by Design illustrates APEX design
principles by using architecture diagrams, screen shots, and
explicit code snippets to guide developers through the many
design choices and complex interrelationship issues that must
be evaluated before embarking on large APEX projects. This
book: Guides you through important, up-front APEX design
decisions Helps you to optimize your design by keeping all
stakeholders in mind Explicit code examples show how
design impacts cost, schedule, and quality What You Will
Learn Pick and choose from the list of designs before coding
begins Bake optimal quality into the underlying fabric of an
APEX application Think and design from outside the
developer’s narrow perspective Optimize APEX application
designs to satisfy multiple stakeholder groups Evaluate
design options through hands-on, explicit code examples
Define and measure success for large cloud and enterprise
APEX applications Who This Book Is For APEX developers
and development teams

A guide to IBM's "e-business on demand" describes the
five key IBM software families, IBM's software solutions
for industries, software types needed for an on-demand
business, and live product demonstrations on the
enclosed CD-ROM.
This IBM® Redbooks® publication helps you plan and
execute the migration of J2EE applications developed for
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Oracle WebLogic Server, JBoss, GlassFish, and Apache
Tomcat, so that they run on WebSphere® Application
Server V7. This book provides detailed information to
plan migrations, suggested approaches for developing
portable applications, and migration working examples
for each of the platforms from which we migrated. It is
not our intention to provide a feature-by-feature
comparison of these application servers versus
WebSphere Application Server V7, or to argue the
relative merits of the products, but to produce practical
technical advice for developers who have to migrate
applications from these vendors to WebSphere
Application Server V7. The book is intended as a
migration guide for IT specialists who are working on
migrating applications written for other application
servers to WebSphere Application Server V7.
These papers from the 9th Workshop on Database and
Expert Systems Applications cover topics including:
workflow management in scientific and engineering
applications; query processing; advanced database and
information system methods; multimedia applications;
and video management."
The latest on SQL databases SQL All -In-One For
Dummies, 3rd Edition, is a one-stop shop for everything
you need to know about SQL and SQL-based relational
databases. Everyone from database administrators to
application programmers and the people who manage
them will find clear, concise explanations of the SQL
language and its many powerful applications. With the
ballooning amount of data out there, more and more
businesses, large and small, are moving from
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spreadsheets to SQL databases like Access, Microsoft
SQL Server, Oracle databases, MySQL, and
PostgreSQL. This compendium of information covers
designing, developing, and maintaining these databases.
Cope with any issue that arises in SQL database
creation and management Get current on the newest
SQL updates and capabilities Reference information on
querying SQL-based databases in the SQL language
Understand relational databases and their importance to
today’s organizations SQL All-In-One For Dummies is a
timely update to the popular reference for readers who
want detailed information about SQL databases and
queries.
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